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 Is it possible to remote controll a Car with a Linux OS? More precisely, is it possible to install a Linux OS in a Car, to have a
remote controll by some client (pc, cellphone), and have a remote controll by PC? Hi edmark I have done it using IBM PC
compatible through the "IBM NETVAR". But I was looking for something that is easier, more quick, more open and more

advanced Hi Daniel You have a point. I guess I have to say it's a very very limited remote control. Maybe we can make it more
open and more capable, using the Ficom Fiat and the Fiat ALFAs as server/controller, and the PC as remote client. Thanks for
your links. I have had a look at them. Actually, I'm not a big fan of Ficom Fios. I found out that their project has stopped. The
code is no longer open source and they are not willing to give the computer that it was installed in. So that's not the best way of

go. But their documentation is a very good source of information and their firmware based on the QSATA would be very
interesting. I can not find the PCB they have given their user. I'm not an expert on the Fiat ALFAs. So I can not say much. I
found their firmware and documentation. I find it very interesting to see that they have used a micro controller. Actually, I'm
using a micro controller to control a vehicle. I have even obtained a patent. I just don't know if they are capable of doing what
you are asking them to do. Ok let me explain my project. I have developed a small vehicle for my pocket, small enough to be

carried in a backpack. But I don't want it to be small enough to hand carry. So I decided to put the electronics in a compartment
inside the car. The keypad that I have developed is a clone of a IR remote. There is a microcontroller in the unit and a USB to
serial converter that allows to connect to a PC. The Ficom Fiat would be an excellent controller/server. But maybe, the ALFAs

can do it too. But I also needed a remote control and a GSM modem to allow remote cont 82157476af
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